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Abstract
A method of treating problems involving strongly nonadia-

batic particle orbits in a magnetic field is described for the
case when the system is long-lived on the collisional time scale.
A canonical distribution

P = Z"i«*f>-0CH+.n.rfc)
results from maximization of entropy subject to conservation
of the Hamiltonian |-| and canonical angular momentum fc for an
azimuthally symmetric system. By taking the MIGMA problem
as an example, the method of determining the constants ($,•£!,"2
from the average energy, average angular momentum and the
total number of particles is illustrated. Associated physical
effects are discussed.
1. Introduction

In some situations of interest in Fusion Physics, the magne-
tic field experienced by a charged particle may vary widely in the
course of a (ingle Larmor orbit( | ^ rYlVl V1 BCf)"11"4 ,' VV the
transverse velocity). Some examples are: the MIGMA fusion
concept / I / , the 'vortex like1 structures in plasma focus 12/ and
laser produced plasmas lit, the 'micropinches' believed to exist
in exploding wire and vacuum spark plasmas HI, In such a case,
the partiel* senses the detailed magnetic field profile and when
certain conservation law* are fulfilled, the particle motion will be
strongly correlated in space to the magnetic field profile. As a
result, particle motions appear to be 'ordered' into a well defined
'structure1. Some of these structures /2, 4, 9/ are found to be
very much long-lived on the collisional time scale. Conventional
formalisme of plasma physics cannot be applied to study these
cases because in these structures, scale lengths of density varia-
tion may be comparable to (e.g. micropinches) or less than (e.g.

in migma) than the typical ion Larmor radius so that the interac-
tion of a test particle with all other particles cannot be described
using a local property like a dielectric function.

It is tempting to use equilibrium statistical methods to
describe such long-lived systems. By Jeans' theorem, the steady
state phase space distribution function must be a function of the
integrals of motion. For the case of azimuthal symmetry
assumed here, the integrals of motion are the Hamiltonian H
and the canonical angular momentum (CAM) Ĵ  given by

H
(1)

fci

where Agl'/î) is the 6 -component of the magnetic vector
potential, $ (r , l ) is the electrostatic potential, 1 is the charge
and m the mass of the particle. We assume that the plasma para-
meter is sufficiently small so that particle-particle correlation
effects are small and each particle sees only a 'global' field d>/5/.
Also the total Hamiltonian of all the particles simply becomes a
sum of individual Hamiltonians. If we further assume that all
particles "collide" with each other via central forces, then it is
easy to see that the total canonical angular momentum and the
total Hamiltonian of all the particles will be constant although
particles exchange energy and angular momentum in these colli-
sions. For a system long lived on the collisional time scale the
H-theorem76/. prescribes a macrocanonical distribution function
which can be simply obtained by maximizing the entropy function
/ll. 6/

subject to the constraints

Tp P(H,tfc) s N

Zji H P(H, t>«} = £

TKI,P(H,»,) = L
where Tn denotes sum over all allowed values of H and f>« ,
N. E and U are the total number of particles, total Hamiltonian
and total CAM of all particles. We obtain
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where ^ . A and 2 are related to the Lagrange multipliers. This
distribution function has recently been used to investigate the
formation and condensation of a magnetically and electrostatically
confined pure electron plasma 111.

In the following sections the- problem of application of [his
distribution function, to such highly ordered and space structured
systems is discussed with emphasis on MIGMA as an example.

2. Classification of Problems
By integrating (3) over momentum space we get the volume

density of particles.

The constant i l is seen to have the significance of an angu-
lar velocity of rigid-body rotation, which contributes a centri-
fugal potential mrfrVi '• The quantities 1,»V», •<>., fi, % and
of courseYl are different for different particle species. For
convenience we shall assume that the only particle species
present are deuterons and electrons.

The charge and current densities are found to be
f(r,j)= «n,-(r,z> - entir, a ( S )

and
£(r,2)3 «rain,-!»;*) - «««««(es) if)

All the properties of the system can be found provided one
can assign values to the undetermined constants &{,£«, f̂ t,f̂  2 i,Ze
and specify the exact forms of Ae(r,î) and $(t,i) . Strictly
speaking Ag and $ must be self consistently determined using
the charge and current densities given by (5) and (6) together
with any external fields. But in some cases, the selfconsiatent
corrections maybe quite small at> compared to external fields
(e.g. migma) whereas in some others, the reverse may be true
(e.g. 'vortices'in plasma focus). Four classes of problems
presently appear to be amenable to analysis, (a) Both the fields

Ao * n d • are externally controlled (example: migma with a
'clearing electric field III to keep the electron fraction down)
(b) only A* externally controlled and the ensemble is quasi-
neutral (example: electron impregnated migma) (c) Both Ac >»d £
self consistent and the ensemble is quasineutral (example: vortex
like structures in plat ma focus) (d) Both A9 and S selfconsistent
and the ensemble is nonquasineutral (hypothetical problem). For
the quasineutral case, $ can be found in terms of Af and the
thermodynamic variables by equating flj and Y)t. In the non-

quasineutral case 4> must be determined from Poisson's equation
using (5). In this paper, we shall limit outselves to type (a) and
(b) problems with the selfconsistent corrections assumed sm&U
compared to external fields and discuss the problem of assign-
ing values to SLitSLtl pi, f>t,T- i. Z c .
3. The General Problem

The single particle partition functions 2i/t(.?i.?t,O-i.^lt)
are essentially determined by the normalisation conditions

This integral can be simplified if.one uses the fact that
the simultaneous conservation of Hand t^ forces an uncor rela-
ted particle to move on the hypercuvveC of intersection of the
two hypersurfaces in

and
The number of states accessible to this particle with
ft il is given by

where £ is the spin multiplicity. Defining the single particle
density of states

the single particle partition functions 2 i , e ( p i
for uncorrelated particles are found So be '

where the limits of integration for 1 are formally designated as
±oo with the understanding that corresponding to a given £,

the density of states would be zero for values of t outside a
certain interval. The values of -&i,-Clt,$i, fit can be found
from the four equations (1O) and (11) '



system which are controlled by Che ion and electron injection
-apparatus in the migma case.
4. Illustration: The MIGMA Problem

The migma problem / I /corresponds to

= 8. ("Vl - k r*t* ft- + kr^/g'-) ( x 2)
where Bt t Ic and &• are parameters of the-system. From
Eqn. (8)

For a type â) problem, flg and # are both known so
that VCt,t) can be found by direct integration and all other
operations can be followed through in principle. P Ct,i) j j
entirely determined by Ag and d) .

For ï type (b) problem, equating r>j with 1\t gives

where

S.

:Se

6 being the electronic charge.
Because of these relations, the density of states become»

a function of the thermodvnamic variables.
Equations (12), (13) and (14) taken together show that the

physical constraint h'"?/O restricts the particle to a
finite domain in IT ana î for given values of B and t • Taking
this to be the domain of integration in (13) with the limit on 3

we get after simplification

Here Tm,/*)*) and 1Cv,iflCt,W are the highest and lowest
values allowed by the constraint f»1 ^0 • Examination of
equation (16) shows that there are terms containing negative
powers of f on the righthand side, which will diverge if

•mïrt fMH 0 The restriction t£"l,o allows «n,vr»O
only for l~O . The divergence can be understood as ari-
sing from the fact that all the l-o orbits pass through the

r*so line and the self-field because of the resulting line
charge will diverge as r~J over the cylinder it £ >j> , > j
being the Debye length. Thus if we had used an exact self
consistent electrostatic potential rather than the ambipolar poten-
tial, the constraint tt~?,0 would have excluded the cylinder

P S Xj from the region of integration. Because of quasi-
neutrality, this exclusion is not automatically guaranteed, but
would have to be externally provided. One way of doing this is
to assume that the potential has the form -fis C~llf1(Pi+£tYi-
at small I* , where -f is an empirical numerical factor. This
form is suggested by the fact that in our problem, we have
average energies of the order of (?i + pt)*l and the failure
of quasineutrality occurs over a distance 7kg • Then

Using (5) with Poisson's equation, we get

* *

Using rC£»lJ calculated from ?l6)f the six equations
9, If, 11 have to be solved for pi , jfe, i l i , Sle, Zt, le f o r

given Ei, E«, Li,Lt, Ni, Ne which involves conver-
gence of numerical iterations in a six dimensional parameter
space and is outside the scope of this work. We shall confine
outselves to a discussion of physical effects contained in this
formalism.

5. Physical Effects
To begin with, the conservation of canonical angular

momentum will not be perfect because of deviations from azi-
muthal symmetry and because of emission of radiation. These
important effects have been discussed for a pure electron
plasma by O'Neil 111. However, as the migma device is conti-
nuously replenished, a stationary phase space distribution is
certainly achieved. The weakly conserved (> can still be
used to construct this distribution function. m
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Secondly we have neglected the exchange of energy ana
CAM between the ions and electrons and assumed that the total

H and (• are conserved for both species separately. This
is justifiable since the ion and electron injection mechanisms
are independently controllable and different average values of
- E and L can be maintained constantly.

Thirdly,we have assumed that the free energy of the
system is minimum in order to derive the canonical distribution
function. Thus no instabilities can develop from azimuthallv
symmetric perturbations. An azimuthally nonsymmetric
perturbation (e.g. of ^ ) would lead to a non zero p̂  in
Hamilton's equations of motion so that the total CAM1 s L j and

t,c would change with time leading to a change in all the thermo-
dynamic variables. The result may, in some cases, be a
lowering: of free energy in which case the perturbation may
grow or excite other perturbations. Thus a mapping of the free
energy surface in the six dimensional input parameter space

NtiNe.Ej E c , L i , I « e would help settle the question
of the ultimate mig'ma stability /8/ : if a dimple is found to
exist on this surface, the migma will be absolutely stable inside
that dimple. It is interesting to note in this connection, the
controversy about the origin of plasma rotation in the linear
theta pinch / 9 / . The foregoing arguments indicate that the mini-
mum free energy state of the theta pinch is likely to possess a
rotational velocity so that all physical processes which increase
th« entropy would tend to take the system from a zero-rotation
high free energy state to a rotating lower free energy state.
The connection between viscosity and plasma rotation has
already been shown.

The assumption of quasineutrality can be physically justi-
fied on the grounds that if fit and Y)t have widely differing
profiles, the resulting electric field will have a more dominant
effect on the electron motion than the magnetic field profile if
for electrons |\7 fY\Vl 1~* 8(r*.r*| « 1 so that they see
only a weakly nonhomogeneous magnetic field locally. This
would not be true if the electrons were ultrarelativistic. In
other words, while forming a migma. it is the magnetic field
profile which controls the ion density distribution in apace and
the electrostatic potential created by the ion profile forces
the electron density distribution to coincide with the ion pro-
file.

We have neglected the selfconsistent contribution to the
magnetic field. This will become important as the density
increases, although it may be significant.only in the central
region of the core. It is important to note that whethe r the
magnetic field will increase or decrease will depend on the

relative strengths of -fl-i and -fl-t . As a control can be esta-
blished over A{ and H* through control of the input parameters

Ni,Nf,Ei,E« \ . i ,L« t n e £ e l f consistent contribution to
is also subject to control. In the same way, the density profile
can also be controlled since it depends on £ i , jj« .fli(-£l« , ï i ï «

The derivation of PC€,J) shows two important features:
(i) that P is proportional to the magnetic field profile constant

fc/ft1 and to the square of peak field strength, (ii) P CÊ,4)
is likely to vary more sharply than the f1'1 free particle
density of states. The first feature, to some extent, validates
the migma concept of forming a minimum free energy ensem-
ble of nonadiabatic, low angular momentum deuteron orbits
in a precetron type magnetic field. The second feature shows
that although we have a collisional ensemble which reaches
a maximum of entropy, the low energy end of the distribution
differs significantly from a maxwellian distribution. This fact
is of importance in considerations of dynamic friction between
deuterons and electrons in a migma /10/.

The most important physical effect contained in this
formalism is that the constants fi^jle, 3î,ïe,-^-v-ft'< deter-
mine how much of the input kinetic energy of ions goes into
energy of the rigid body rotation and energy of the elects) static
field. It is only the remaining energy which is available as the
kinetic energy of the reacting particles. This effect will not be
taken into account if these six constants are not found by itéra
tive solution of equations I?). (10), (11).
6. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to outline a formalism which
is applicable to situations in which magnetic field scale lengths
are comparable to the Larmor radius (lyiT) V*t 1"l8{p'.r1|>-« 1 }
and density scale lengths are much smaller than the Larmor
radius. Although it is applicable only to relatively stable
configuration! becaute of the minimum free energy condition
there are a important physical situations where it is applicable.

The proposition that a minimum free energy ensemble
of ions at high collisional energies can be formed by u îng an
appropriately shaped magnetic field and by selectively popula-
ting low angular momentum orbits i s to some extent validated
by the foregoing analysis of the problem. However, actual
numbers for th« operating parameter space must be obtained
before tht validity of this proposition can be taken for granted.
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